Top 5 Reasons To Modernize Your Terminal Emulation Solution

1. Enable employees to be more productive and offer an improved customer experience
   Empower your sales force with a secure solution that allows anyone on the floor to get the answers they need, via mobile device—without leaving the customer’s side.

2. Streamline common tasks by using mobile
   Use a tablet to monitor sales volume and quickly access and update stock in real-time—without ever visiting a terminal.

3. Save time and boost operational productivity
   Improve efficiency even from the command line—access to pick lists, inventory levels, shipping documents and more—in any location. Streamline operations, run scripts, or access to cloud data—giving your teams the ability to work more, work smarter.

4. Unchain your workforce by connecting any device, any time, anywhere
   Today’s workforce demands to engage on modern devices anywhere, anytime. Rocket Terminal Emulator enables devices, mobile, desktop, or other (such as UNIX/Linux), to access Rocket Terminal Emulator (RTE) Editions’ full capabilities.

5. Reduce operational costs while maintaining security
   RTEs are enterprise-class, highly-secure environments. With their primary function as to provide secure access, they may not be the most cost-effective option. Secure, zero footprint browser access via Chromebooks, tablets, and other devices (such as Windows, Solaris, and Rockax Terminal Emulator) allows organizations to save money, maintain efficiency, and reduce costs.

Introducing Rocket Terminal Emulator (Web Edition)

For organizations that need internet access to enterprise applications anywhere, any time—Rocket Terminal Emulator Web Edition offers efficient, browser-based access to RAX and RTE Editions from any device, with zero footprint.

Composable security and configuration simplify administration, giving you agility and peace of mind. Best of all, Rocket’s new bandwidth-free solution has no bandwidth or capacity limits, making your workforce to improve customer service and workforce efficiency today.

Start Your FREE 30-day Trial Now!